Pat Yurrato, from AT&T, presented an overview of AT&T’s Wireless service. AT&T is one of Pace University’s cellular service providers. Pat detailed the service options available to AT&T customers including: Group Calling, Short Messaging Service, Direct Dial International and Wireless Office Services (WOS). Individual departments can request cell phones and cellular service if they have available budget. Service and rate plans will be determined by the needs of the individual departments and users. It is also possible for individual Staff and Faculty to purchase phones for personal use. Faculty and Staff can attach themselves to Pace’s corporate plan and receive discounts when signing up for service. For more information regarding cell phone procedures, please contact Phyllis Bradbury at extension 2723 or via e-mail at pbradbury@pace.edu.

Frank Mannle demonstrated how IMO’s could retrieve documentation off of the IMO Resource web page. Lab Documents, Handouts and Ready References are available to support IMO efforts with topics such as: OnTime, Netscape Mailer and the new FSMail Web Interface. Frank encouraged IMO’s to share this information with faculty and staff of each department. To view this site: Point your browser to DoIT’s website at www.pace.edu/DoIT and click IMO Resources and then select Documentation.

Frank Monaco showed the upgraded version of the FSMail Web Interface. This new version has the look and feel of the Netscape Communicator Messenger Internet Message Protocol-4 (IMAP-4). It also has the ability to monitor the utilization of e-mail space on the server. The Web Interface is a temporary way for users to log onto their Pace e-mail account and access their mailbox from anywhere in the world. Frank also suggested to the IMO’s that they should be configuring office PC’s to IMAP-4. Instructions on how to configure a PC for IMAP-4 are available at the Documentation page mentioned above.

Important Announcements

◊ Frank Monaco was proud to announce that Pace University ranked number 70 in Yahoo!’s America’s Most Wired Colleges 2000 survey. Frank attributed that ranking to the “dedicated efforts of the Division of Information Technology and the Information Management Officers (IMO’s) for the various departments and schools.”

◊ Users limit of space on the FSMail server has been increased to 30MB. DoIT is working on a way to maintain this quota. Currently in development is the ability to send e-mail warnings to Pace users who are over the limit or getting close to it. Look for future information regarding FSMail server maintenance at future IMO meetings and from IMO-L discussion listserv.

◊ If you are currently not on the IMO-L discussion list, please contact Frank Mannle at fmannle@pace.edu.